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JOSEPH TURNER, OF TILLERY, NORTH CAROLINA. 

RAILWAY TRANSFER-TABLE. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 607,146, dated J'uly 12, 1898. 

Application filed June 19, 1896. 

To all whom, it may con/cern: _ 
Be it known that I, JOSEPH TURNER, a. eiti 

Azen of the United States, residing at Tillery, 
in the county of I‘Ialifax and State of North 
Carolina, have invented certain new and use 
ful Improvements in Railway Transfer-Ta 
bles g and I do declare the following to be a 
full, clear, and exact description of theinven 
tion, such as will enable others skilled in the 
art to which it appertains to make and use 
the same, reference being had to the 'accom 
panying drawings, and to the letters of refer 
ence marked thereon, which form a part of 
this specification. 
This invention relates to railway transfer 

tables. 
The object of the invention is to provide a 

transfer-table simple in construction, not lia 
ble to get out of order, whereby cars may be 
moved sidewise from one track to another in 
a short space of time, thus materially econo 
mizing time and labor in the making up of 
trains and in other necessary shifting of cars. 
Further, the object of the inventionis to 

provide a transfer-table of such construction 
that cars may be shifted laterally with equal 
facility in either direction and wherein the 
return of the parts of the device to their iirst 
positions after rising is not necessary. ' 

ÑVith these objects in view the invention 
consists, essentially, of a railway transfer 
table comprising a series of sections pivotally 
connected and carrying tracks supporting 
wheels on the sections and two sets of ways 
for the reception of the supporting-wheels, 
the members of the upper section being curved 
downward at their ends and the members of 
the lower section being curved upward at 
their ends, the ends of the members of the. 
respective sets being arranged to overlap.V 
Further, the invention consists of Ya trans 

fer-table comprising a series of sections piv 
otally connected and carrying tracks sup 
porting wheels having V-shaped grooves in 
their treads and mounted on the sections, and 
two sets of ways having angular faces for the 
reception of the supporting~wheels, the mem 
bers of the upper set being curved downward 
at their ends and the members of the lower' 
section being curved upward at their ends. 
Further, the invention consists of an end 

less transfer-table composed of sections, the 
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l sections being sustained on axles provided 
with supporting-wheels and motors mounted 
on 'the axles and designed to give motion 
thereto. ' Y 

The invention is illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings, in which 
Figure 1 is an elevation of my transfer-ta 

ble, the surrounding framework, the., being 
removed in order to show the arrangement of 
the parts, there being five cars shown on the 
table; and Fig. 2 is a transverse section of the 
table. Fig. 3 is a detail view showing the 
V- shaped grooves in the wheels and the cor 
responding track-section. ' » 

Inthe drawings the letterA represents the 
sections of which the table is composed, which 
sections are connected to each other pivot 
ally or in any other suitable way which will 
permit independent up-and-down movement 
of the sections. ‘ In the form here shown the 
table is shown as composed of a series of axles 
A', having preferably ïixed thereon the sup 
porting-wheels ce, there being in the embodi 
-ment of the invention herein shown four of 
the wheels for each axle. The main body of 
each section is composed of beams A2, having 
in each end bearings for-the axles and per 
mitting the vibration of the beams on the 
axles. Arranged transversely on each set of 
beams or preferably on alternate sets are 
track- sections B of the same gage as the 
tracks from which cars are shifted to the ta 
ble. The supporting-wheels a are flanged to 
retain them in place on their supporting 
ways or are provided in their treads, as shown, 
with> V-shaped openings adapted to travel on 
correspondingly-shaped ways. ’ 
The sections are so connected as to form an 

endless series, and this series is designed to 
move in either direction to shift the cars car 
ried by the sections in either direction. 
The ways C for the support and guidance 

of the wheels a are arranged in parallel pairs 
one above the other, there being one pair for 
each set of wheels on therespective sections. 
The bearing-surfaces of the ways are angu 
lar in cross-section and have a raised center 
to fit into the V-shaped grooves in the wheels 
e. The upper member of each pair of ways 
vis provided with downwardly-curved ends c, 
the ends describing a semicircle, and the lower 
member of each pair has an upturned curved 
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end c' corresponding in curvature to the end 
c of the upper member. The respective 
curved ends of the members are located a dis 
tance apart corresponding to the diameter of 
the supporting-wheels, so that when the lat 
ter pass between the curved ends they are se 
curely held on two sides against displace 
ment. 
The endless carriage hereinbefore described 

is a-rranged in a position below the tracks of 
a railway and in such position that when one 
of the sections is on the upper ways the rail~ 
sections carried thereby will be on a level 
with the rails of the tracks. The tracksV of 
a railway used in connection with the trans 
fertable are arranged at equal distances 
apart and at distances corresponding to the 
spaces between the rails on the sections A. 
The described arrangement permits of the 
moving of cars from any number of tracks 
upon the transfentable at the same time, and 
as the transfertable is capable of moving in 
either direction the rapid transfer of cars 
from one track to another by the use of the 
table is rendered easy. The tracks may of 
course extend from one or both sides of the 
table. 
Motion may be imparted to the table in any 

suitable or desirable way, and as an illustra~ 
tion of one means of propulsion I have shown 
the alternate axles provided with electric mo 
tors D. These motors are supplied with acu r 
rent of electricity for operatingthem through 
conductors cl, extending from a source of elec 
trical supply, and the turning on and oit of 
the current and the direction of the current, 
and consequently the direction of movement 
of the motors, is governed by the switch D2, 
located in the space between the upper and 
lower pairs of ways by which the table is sup 
ported. This space is sulTlcient for the ac 
comm odation of an operator an d for any mech 
anism necessary to the operation of the de 
vice. 
In order that cars may be moved ott the t-a 

ble without- employing a locomotive, I pro 
vide on each side of the table a device con 
sisting of a rope or chain E, provided with a 
hook for attachment to a car, and drum E2, 
upon which the rope is to be wound. The 
drum is preferably located beneath the track, 

and the rope or chain passes over a sheave e, 
arranged approximately on a level with the 
track. The end of each drum is provided 
with a gear e2, in which meshes a pinion e“, 
to which pinion motion is imparted by hand 
or by suitable power. ' The railway-tracks are 
preferably for a short distance from the ta 
ble inclined slightly downward toward the 
table, so that cars may be moved by gravity 
from the tracks to the table. 

It will be clear that any desired number of 
sections may be employed and that the sec 
tions may be of anydesired length adapting 
them for the reception of one or more cars at 
a time. 

Ilav`in g thus described my invention, what 
I claim as new, and d esire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is ` 

l. A transfer-table comprising a series of 
sections pivotall y connected and carrying 
tracks, supporti11g-wheels on the sections, and 
two sets of ways for the reception of the sup 
porting»wheels, the members of the upper set 
being curved downward at their ends, and 
the members of the lower set being curved 
upward at their ends, the ends of the mem 
bers of the respective sets being arranged to 
overlap, substantially as described. 

2. A transfer~table comprising a series of 
sections pivotally connected and carrying 
tracks, supportingwheels having V~sl1aped 
grooves in the treads and mounted on the sec~ 
tions, and two sets of ways having angular 
faces for the reception of the supporting 
wheels, the members of the upper set being 
curved downward at their ends, and the mem 
bers of the lower set being curved upward 
at their ends, substantially as described. 

3. An endless transfer-table composed of 
sections, the sections being sustained on axles 
provided with supporting-wheels, and motors 
mounted on the axles and designed to give 
motion to the axles, substantially as de 
scribed. 

ln testimony whereof l al‘lix my signature 
in presence of two witnesses. 

JOSEPH TURNER. 

Ñ‘Vitnesses: 
(l. P. TrLLiNG, 
J. A. XVH'ITEHEAD. 
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